
 

7th Grade Classroom Expectations 

 

Polar Pride 

Expectations 
 

 
Entering Class 

 
During the 

Lesson 

 
Independent 

Work 

 
Group Work 

 
When Finished 

Working 

 
Before Leaving Using  

Technology 

Caring *Greet staff and peers  
   with good manners  
*Assist peers with  
   preparing 
*Be in seat when  
   teacher  is ready to 
   begin class 

*Be ready to listen  
*Participate, but 
   patiently wait your  
   turn to speak 
*Appreciate differences  

*Allow your neighbor  
   to work  
 

*Participate, listen, and 
   take turns 
*Share the responsibilities 
*Be understanding of  
  Others’ needs and  
  differences 
 

*Check work carefully  
*Clean up your work    
    area 
 

*Gather your belongings 
   and wait for dismissal 
*Push in chair and leave 
   quietly  
 

    *Take care in handling the  
       device to avoid damage 
    *Use your own  
    *Be kind with what you do 
       and say online  

Honesty *Make every effort to  
   be on time and  
   communicate  
   truthfully when that is 
   not possible  

*Remain seated unless   
  you have an 
  emergency 
*Do not touch or take  
  your neighbor’s supplies 
*Work on current class  
  work 

*Always do your best  
   work 
*Keep your eyes on your 
   own work 
*Do not touch or take  
   your neighbor’s  
   supplies 
*If leaving class, report  
   directly to designated 
   location and return in  
   a prompt manner 

*Be honest and give 
   others  credit 
*Communicate with the  
   teacher if there are  
   problems that you  
   cannot solve 

*Make up any missing  
   work 

*Leave all classroom  
   materials in the  
   classroom 
*Return items to a  
   classmate if you  
   borrowed them 

    *Be on school appropriate  
        sites 
    *Use your own accounts 
    *Create your own products  
       (Avoid plagiarizing) 

 Respect *Voice Level of 0-2 
*Sharpen pencils  
*Sit in assigned seat 
*Keep hands, feet, and  
  objects to self 
*Quietly listen to  
   announcements 
 

*Voice level 0 
*Use appropriate  
  language, tone, and  
  voice 
*Keep hands, feet, and  
  objects to self 

*Voice level of 0-1 
*Work quietly on the 
task   
   at hand 
*Leave and return   
   without disrupting 
peers 

*Voice level of 0-2 
*Keep hands, feet, and   
   objects to self 
*Work with your group 
*Solve problems together 
 

*Voice Level of 0-1 
*Return materials where  
   they came from 

*Voice Level of 0-1 
*Remain seated unless 
   you  have an  
   emergency 
*Continue to work until     
dismissed 

   *Ask before using other’s 
      devices 
   *Keep the environment  
      distraction free 

Responsible 
 

*Arrive promptly 
*Have out needed 
   class materials and  
   assignments  
*Be ready to learn 
   and  know the  
   learning target(s)  
*Address concerns with 
   an adult 

*Take notes 
*Ask appropriate  
  questions  if you do not  
  understand or  
  need clarification 
 

*Use allotted time wisely 
   to complete assigned  
   work 
*Ask appropriate 
   questions  if you do not  
   understand  or need  
   clarification 
 

*Use allotted time wisely 
*Share your knowledge  
   and take time to help  
   others understand 
*Complete your portion 
of 
   the assignment neatly, 
   correctly, and on time 
*Use materials as 
intended 

*Put away supplies and  
   leave work area better  
   than how you found it 
*Turn in completed  
   work, if instructed 

*Complete your agenda 
*Put away supplies and  
   leave work area better  
   than how you found it 
*Push in your chair 
*Ask for a pass if you  
   need to come back 

   *Keep personal devices secure 
   *Keep account information  
       private 
   *Keep personal information  
       private 
   *Give credit to sources where  
       credit  is due 


